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Morphology Programming with an Auto-Adaptive System MICKAEL CAMUS Alain Cardon Inc. The Naaman’s Building Suite 206 3501 Silverside Road Wilmington, DE 19810, USA [email protected] http://www.alaincardon-inc.com Abstract: - Several heterogeneous sectors have different problems with common solutions. The principal differences in the conception is definitions, vocabulary and semantic. With problems abstraction, it is possible to find compatible links in a model and in an algorithm. If we succeed to build a system capable of model and algorithm abstraction in real time, we could focus a solving at a semantic level to increase flexibility and efficiency. In this paper, we present the Morphology Programming (MP), which allows states machines creation without programming language thanks to an Auto-Adaptive System (AAS). This method allows the problem solving at a knowledge level in real time. Experiments show the possibility to create a robot control system and a code generation engine without programming language. Key-Words: - multiagent system, morphology, auto-adaptive system, semantic, state machine



1 Introduction



3 Aims



Industry needs more and more flexibility in its production to increase benefits, but technical problem and technology choice decrease the efficiency: information park is composed of a multitude of program developed with several programming languages and it is very difficult to manage competencies and communication protocols. We propose a platform to create multiple heterogeneous applications in a large-scale point of view. We based this proposition on the Camus PhD thesis [1] which presents an Auto-Adaptive System (AAS) to control heterogeneous group of robots and introduces the morphology programming [2]. We introduce the problem; present aims and software before to propose our platform associate to experiments. To finish, we conclude on the AAS and open different possibilities offered by this new technology.



With this paper, we want to show that: • It is possible to solve a problem at a knowledge level. • It is possible to create an abstraction layer concerning technologies problems. • It is possible to create a state machine without programming language. • It is possible to use a computer without specific knowledge. We would to build systems allowing a high technical abstraction to orient all the human thoughts on the fundaments problems.



2 Approach We know that a program is, in fact, a finite state machine, a graph with labels, which represent all action possibilities of a program. So, we can work on a state machine creation according to goals. But the question is: how to find an algorithm and good parameters with only goals? Let us now treat this question. We know also that we use a programming language to create a program. With this language, we need some parameters to create functions, and we also need knowledge and meta-knowledge. Consider we have knowledge and meta-knowledge of a specific system in an ontology, we could uses all units of knowledge dynamically as explain by Camus and Cardon in [3]. Moreover, we know what sort of knowledge a program uses because this one evolves in the operating system environment with a life cycle (execution, suspend, death). So, a program has an input and an output. To adapt a state machine, a program, to the inputs and the outputs according to goals, we have to create a system capable of auto-conformation. It is clearly the features of an AAS, also explain by Cardon and Camus in [4].



4 Used software We used software to make experiments. Currently, it is prototypes version of: • The Ontological Transcription Core (OTC). • The MorphoViewer. These software are presented in the Camus PhD appendix [1]. The OTC [Figure 1] is software based on a massive multiagent system connected in real-time to a hardware or a software organism to manage entities. This system is an integration layer allowing justified decisional autonomy: it is the AAS. Description of this software: • Domain: we address one of several domains of the real world. We have to manage, to supervise or to control. • Knowledge: the domains we take into account have ontology expressing their characters. • Transcription: the ontology is automatically loaded with their structures into the OTC without programming, generating a lot of agent's organization. • Aims: we define the objectives of the problem in some situation, the actions we have to execute in



•



•



some context. We can balance these objectives, and we could modify them on-line, during the running of the system. Running: the system is an infinite systemic loop between: o The flow of input, o The generation of a representation of the current situation with proposition of decisions about this input, taking into account the past events, loaded into the system memory, o The generation of a sophisticated interactive viewer, o And the actions of the users. Viewer: the viewer is a virtual world allowing the loading of the knowledge into the system to act on the parameters and to express the interactive current representation.



according to inputs.



Figure 2. The environment of the MorphoViewer



4 Ontology Ontology, a specification of a conceptualization as defined by T.R. Gruber in [5], is a crucial point for the MP. Without knowledge, and specifically, without units of knowledge, it is impossible to link an object or an event to a decision-making and to response to these questions: why I make this decision? And I am satisfied by this decision? It is the appreciation of a decision by the AAS. This action allows the evolution of a program in the environment of an operating system. Ontology is distributed in a multiagent system. Each agent can be activated by data, which is transmitted to the multiagent system. A description of the system is presented in [3].



Figure 1. The environment of the OTC The MorphoViewer [Figure 2] is an abstracted virtual world allowing the loading of the knowledge into the system to act on the parameters and to express the interactive current representation. Focal point’s definition: the focal point is, in the system, the current emergence of the significant information and forms. The MorphoViewer is a monitoring with two-updated interfaces: • An ontology update, • And a focal point update. Focal point is composed of spheres. Spheres are specific conceptual kernel with a symmetric relation between them. The whole of the spheres follow a defined order forming the order of emergent representation in constant modification



Definition of a role: a role is a parameter of an agent in an auto-adaptive system. This parameter corresponds to a unit of knowledge in the ontology (an object or a person). So, a role has a name and an element of classification (object, person, verb and others). For each unit of knowledge, a role is generated for each agent. Each role has a rate similar to a fuzzy logic. For example, a role “ball” could have five agents with different recognition rates. Data arrives from the sensors to pass to all agents present in the system. If the data matches with the agent knowledge, the agent becomes active and alerts the other agents in its acquaintance group. We can imagine a tridimensional matrix with a strong (or not) link between each element of matrix. Each element (agent) can be activated. It is interesting to see that two agents with the same role do not have the same value. For example, the system wonders if it sees a chair in the office but it is not sure. With time, it will see this chair.



5 Morphology and control The AAS used the morphology to make statistic between agents communication and create histogram to stock several geometrical forms on a timeline [Figure 3] [6]. The phenomenon, called morphology, has been discovered by Thom and presented in [7], it is a special branch of dynamical systems theory. All agents in the system are treated at the same time, so when several agents activate themselves simultaneously, a geometrical form is created. To control the multi-agent system, we rely on the Campagne model presented in [8]. This model is an adaptation of Thom’s morphology for multiagent systems. Notice that this model has been adapted for asynchronous communication. The morphology role is to direct the system towards a specific form to achieve a goal. There is a continuous communication between agents and morphology. Morphology matches all the time if the goal direction is respected. Morphology increases or decreases the importance of an agent group according to goals.



Figure 3. Organizations, statistics and histograms



6 Goals organization We manage all goals with graphs. Each aim has a specific associated graph where a node represents a word; distance between words is represented by valued links. Each word has an emergence quota to create a global geometrical form and act on the AAS dynamically. All events in the AAS are analyzed and classified with a specific semantic to create several statistics on the global behavior of the AAS. To this behavior results a list of geometrical form classified in the time and compared with goals. All this treatment is processed in parallel. If a form matches a specific aim, the global behavior is oriented towards a particular form, which is compatible with the aim’s geometrical form [Figure 4]. To facilitate the parallel treatment of goals, all concerned unit of knowledge binds a specific aim. With this method, we know the moment where the aim can be processed, i.e., when the corresponding units of knowledge are activated.



Figure 4. Goal selection and application



7 Architecture allowing the MP: the core of the AAS 7.1 Massive multiagent system Multiagent system (MAS) is fluently used to treated problems on complex systems. Currently, there are two principal schools in MAS: • Create a model to represent a complex organization, such as customers in a supermarket, satellites constellation [9] or population behavior, with an agent for an entity (a person or a satellite). It is the concept of the BDI agent [10]. • Consider that an entity, so a person, a software or a machine is a complex system which evolves with other complex system in an environment which can, itself, to be a complex system [11]. In this work, we follow the second school: an entity has several internal complex organizations to adapt itself to its environment. We use MAS to represent a complex system, but it is not a classical MAS. We need, to create several organizations (where each organization has a specific timescale) in an entity, lot of agent and lot of communication between agents to treat environment data in parallel, synchronize information and make a decision. So, We orient the modeling towards a Massive Multiagent System (MMAS) to give the possibility to create robust and flexible software. The goal of this MMAS will to manage different group of processes (more than one thousand, an agent is represented with several processes) to create an actions plan dynamically and all the time (the lifetime of the software).



7.2 Concurrent programming Let us take the example of the cup of coffee. If we want a system to manage this type of behavior, we have to manage several units of knowledge such the cup, the table, the hand, the eyes, the coffee, the arm and may be another external objects and movements. This scene, such a theater scene, is simple, but the synchronization of all information is hard. We have to select the correct unit of knowledge to act on the environment, and to make a selection; all units of knowledge



have to be enabled, there are different links between all these units of knowledge (the cup is on the table, the coffee is in the cup, you are behind the table and other else), it is not a simple list but a parallel treatment. So, we need to manage several processes, which could represent several units of knowledge, in parallel, in our system. We can qualify these processes of light threads. All light threads are in concurrence in the system. For this, we used the oz/Mozart system [12], which is a multi-paradigm language allowing the management of several light threads.



7.3 Transposition and organization The creation of a system allowing the Morphology Programming needs multiple methods and organizations to monitor the environment and the internal activity of the system itself. We have to (all these actions are treated in parallel): • Scan all elements present in the environment. • Measure the activity of all unit of knowledge. • Compare the goals of the system and the current activity. • Change the activity of the system to move towards goals. • Act on the environment to change its state. To succeed these actions we have created several organizations, which have different aims and methods: • Structuring organization: it is the representation of all units of knowledge saved in the ontology. • Morphology organization: it is the creation of several geometrical forms with the activity of certain units of knowledge, which are linked to an experience (a past experience, it is a graph of units of knowledge). • Analyze organization: all created geometrical forms are saved in an Analyze Graph (AG). This AG permits to link different forms and choice a form to succeed a goal. • Aims organization: it is the representation of all goals and sub goals saved in the ontology.



Figure 5. Agent's architecture After this presentation, an agent and a role are described as a class of a programming language. When a new instance of a class “agent” is created, a new instance of a class “role” and eight threads to compose the communication API are built: • A configuration thread to dynamically modify a set of parameters. • A multiplexer thread to manage all messages treated in the system called the input thread. • A delay thread to measure the frequency of the communication in the output. • A filter to treat all messages before transmission to the role. • An output thread to send composed messages. • An input thread for the role. • An output thread for the role. • And a configuration thread for the role. All agents in the system are autonomous. The system adapts itself with parameter modifications, a sensor, effectors, or the ontology. An agent is autonomous and an autonomous entity is an auto-adaptive system.



7.3 The MMAS implementation This system is described as an Auto-Adaptive System, but an explanation is needed concerning what is auto-adaptive and how this system is auto-adaptive. In this section, the architecture and the implementation method of an agent in the system are defined. All agents in the system share a specific architecture. [Figure 5] shows a description of an agent. Each agent has: a communication API, a knowledge base, an inference engine, a state, intentions and goals. Intention and goals are described in [Figure 6]. There is a general intention stack, which is synchronized with the goals to know which will be treated by the agent in what order to achieve each goal. These features manage all cases in the system with an abstraction level for the communication API.



Figure 6. Intentions and goals



3 Experiments We present two fundamental experiments to show the Morphology Programming capacities. You can find more experiments on the scientific web site, http://www.artificialconsciousness.org, in the experiments section. We update this section directly when we have new results on experimentations. The first experiment concerns a control system for robots. We use a specific ontology and add goals in this same ontology to control a robot. The second experiment concerns a generation



code engine. We update the ontology with the markup HTML to create HTML page. These different experimentations allow us to show that the Morphology Programming is useable in several heterogeneous domains.



3.1 Configuration for experiments For the robot control, we use the Aibo by Sony. For each scene representation, we have a specific behavior on the Aibo. Concerning the code generation, the behavior is represented by words written in a file. All experiments use the same configuration: • An eleven mega octets ontology (with verbs, persons, objects, simple emotions, mixed emotions, colors, physical capacities etc). • Acquaintances between knowledge representing the robot experience. • More than one thousand agents. • More than seven thousand threads. • All Aibo sensors and effectors (Sensors values evolve in real-time). • A simple goal: to have pleasure (linked with Ball, Play, Alain, Cushion, Pink, Cover and Bone) or to have dissatisfaction (linked with Work, Generator, Alain and Fatigue). • A PowerBook G4 1,33 GHz with 1,2 gigabytes. The units of knowledge and goals are add or modified with the Graphical User Interface [Figure 7] developed in PHP 5 and useable on the almost available navigators.



rate of 90 per cent), and respect the four phases for the interpretation of data: • Data transit in the AAS. At this phase, it is impossible for a human to interpret information, the behavior of the system [Figure 8]. • System interpretation of information in order to create an emerging form with morphology according to goals. • Choose a specific form with morphology to direct the system. • Create an action plan with the emerging form.



Figure 8. Communication between agents During the processing, we name a focal point a set of emergent knowledge evolving in real-time according to sensors values. It is possible to modify the robot memory in real-time. At the beginning of the experimentation, the system is not totally initialized, so, there is no units of knowledge activation [Figure 9].



Figure 7. Graphical User Interface for the ontology



3.2 Robot control system Here we present an experiment representing the control of a robot. Hypothesis: the robot is active in an unknown environment to execute a set of action according to goals. We use Aibo recognition for objects, colors and persons. For the video, the robot recognizes these entities in the test environment: Alain, Mickael, Ball, Bone, Battery and Pink (two persons, two objects and one color, with a recognition



Figure 9. At the start of the system, there is no activation After the initialization and objects recognition in the environment, certain units of knowledge active itself, in parallel, such as shown on [Figure 10]. On this figure, we can see the verb “play”, the verb “sleep” and the verb “work”. We



can also see the object “book”, the object “ball” and the object “keyboard”. The system uses its knowledge and experience to analyze its situation. With these activations, we create a scene representation, a focal point. In this focal point [Figure 11], we found all units of knowledge, which are used to create a specific behavior to the robot Aibo. Certain units of knowledge are linked to” physical behavior” knowledge and this classification permit to send orders to the robot.



Figure 12. We can follow a goal in real time



3.3 Code generation engine Hypothesis: a user who doesn’t know the HTML language want to create a simple web page. He uses the morphology programming. Figure 10. When the system treats environment information, there is activation



The aim of this experiment is to show the flexibility of the MP method. An ontology update is sufficient to give new capacities to the AAS, the base of the MP method. For this experiment a new classification has been added to the ontology: it is a part of the HTML language. On the Figures 13 and 14, we have new agents and details for the agent « HTML Page » .



Figure 13. List of agents Figure 11. Scene representation



During the information treatment, certain units of knowledge are in activation and we can make a semantic representation to orient the system towards specific goals. We can follow a goal successful with a curve representing the difference between the current form of the auto-adaptive and the target form. We can see this curve on [Figure 12]. The auto-adaptive system is on the good way when the way of curve is directed towards zero. We can see several irregularities on this curve because the system has to find stabilization with all internal processes in concurrence.



Figure 14. Description of the agent "HTML Page" During the processing, we have logs on a Terminal [Figure 15]. The result of the processing is presented on the Figures 16 and 17. The AAS generate HTML language to create a web page. The creation of more complex pages is possible with a completed ontology.



Figure 15. Log of the code generation



Figure 16. Code generated



Figure 17. The result of the generation



6 Conclusion Industry needs more and more flexibility and several problems in different sectors have common solution. We can only made a difference at a semantic level, because in an algorithm level, it is possible to create a common program. However, for each different problem, the majority of time, there is a new conception and a new development. An Auto-adaptive System (AAS) is capable of auto-conformation and could be a solution to increase engineer efficiency.



In this paper, we present a new programming method based on an AAS: the Morphology Programming. This method allows the dynamic creation of machines states to solve sufficiently several local problems and synchronize all these solutions to solve another problem with a global point of view. In resume, it is possible to create software, with communication possibilities, without programming language. Experiment section shows two fundamental experiments based on the robot control and the code generation. We note that it is possible to control a high number of sensors in parallel according to software goals. With an ontology modification with HTML markup, it is possible, with the same system, to create software able to generate HTML code. With the Morphology Programming, we could create global software capable of decision-making in different contexts according to the ontology.
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